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Day 01: Kuala Lumpur – Cameron Highlands
William Cameron, a British surveyor who stumbled across the plateau in 1885 during a mapping expedition,
discovered Cameron Highlands. In 1925, Sir George Maxwell visited the highlands and decided to develop it
as a hill station. A development committee was then formed which functioned until 1931. During this time,
the winding road up to the highlands was constructed and this enormous task was done entirely by manual
labour.
0800 hours: Check out and depart from hotel for the journey up north to the hill resort of Cameron
Highlands. Arrive at Tapah town, foothills of Cameron Highlands. Wind your way up to 5000ft above sea
level. Along the way, stop at Iskandar waterfalls and passing gurgling jungle streams. Arrive at the Boh Tea
Factory for a Tea appreciation Tour. Here, you will get a chance to proceed on a tea bush walk, factory tour,
tea sampling before proceeding to Tea Ria for some tea and snacks overlooking the lushful plantation. After
tea, your driver /guide will take you on the tour of Cameron Highlands covering the Rose Garden, tea
plantation and vegetable farms. Check in at your hotel and rest of the evening is free to just be revived by the
cool fresh air. A light sweater is recommended on cool evenings.
Note: Tea Factory is closed on Mondays
Heritage Hotel, Cameron Highlands (3 star)
Heritage Hotel Cameron Highlands is a low rise tudor style
boutique resort located at 1300 meters above sea levels and
situated on a hill in the town of Tanah Rata with 238 rooms
providing you with perfect place to refresh, relax and rejuvenate
after busy and hectic days at city. Your choices hold for all your
Highland activities including countryside tour, jungle trekking,
visit to tea plantation and more.

Strawberry Park Resort, Cameron Highlands (3 star)
This unique Tudor style hotel, situated 1500-meters above sea
level, is surrounded by vistas of Tanah Rata. Guests will enjoy
the scenic natural ambience that features a meticulously sculpted
old English countryside garden. The hotel boasts 165
guestrooms that are adorned in a Tudor style that fuses modern
concepts with traditional designs, forming a distinctively warm
and cozy ambience. The on-site dining venue, open all day,
serves a delectable compilation of continental and oriental
dishes, and is complemented by a traditional English Pub that
provides a pleasant ambience for drinking a pint. The Heritage Hotel is ideal for guests who want comfort, a
unique scenic location, and a full line of on-site facilities.
Meals
Accommodation

: Nil
: At your selected hotels

Day 02: Cameron Highlands
Enjoy a hearty breakfast and day at leisure.
Meals
Accommodation

: Breakfast
: At your selected hotels

Day 03: Cameron Highlands – Kuala Lumpur
Enjoy a hearty breakfast at leisure in the hotel.
1200 hours: Check out and descend the winding road to Simpang Pulai, continuing the journey up north to the
state of Perak. Cross the Penang Bridge which measures 13.5 kilometres, before arriving into the Penang
Island.
Arrive at your hotel in the late afternoon.
Meals
Accommodation

: Breakfast
: Nil

*****END TOURS*****

3 DAYS 2 NIGHTS CAMERON HIGHLANDS PACKAGE
-EX/END KUALA LUMPUR CITY CENTREIn RM (Ringgit Malaysia) Per Person Per Tour
(with English Speaking Driver cum Guide)
Heritage Hotel, Cameron Highlands
Sharetwin

RM1,000.00 nett per person

Strawberry Park Resort, Cameron Highlands
Sharetwin

RM1,100.00 nett per person

Currently, we are using the exchange rate of RM 4.00 = USD1.00. Please note that the USD equivalent is
based on the current indicative USD exchange rate, which is subject to daily fluctuations. As such, the USD
equivalent should only be used as a guideline when remitting payment in USD. Remittance of the payment
amount received in Malaysian Ringgit at our end should be no less than the RM amount indicated above.
 Accommodation is subject to availability. DA reserves the right to arrange alternative hotel with
similar category should the hotel fully booked.
 Surcharges apply for upgraded rooms at the hotels
 The itinerary sequence is correct at the time of writing, but is subject to changes.
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
 All tours is on Private Basis based on English Speaking Driver cum Guide
 Activities as stated in the above itinerary
 Meals as indicated in the above itinerary
 Transfer as indicated in the above itinerary
 Tours as indicated in the above itinerary
 02 nights at Heritage Hotel, Cameron Highlands – Superior Room OR
 02 nights at Strawberry Park Resort, Cameron Highlands – Studio
PACKAGE EXCLUDES:
 Camera & video fee
 Tipping’s
 Miscellaneous charges
 Beverages during meals
 Additional charges at RM40.00 nett per person per way will be applied for drop off at Kuala Lumpur
International Airport
IMPORTANT NOTE:
All the tours are a nature based tour, therefore the weather elements will always be considered for the comfort
and safety of all guests. In the event of adverse weather, we reserve the right to cancel or postpone the trip.
The company will not be liable for any compensation

